A major challenge of primate neurophysiology, particularly in the domain of social neuroscience, is to adopt more natural behaviors without compromising the ability to relate patterns of neural activity to specific actions or sensory inputs. Traditional approaches have identified neural activity patterns in the amygdala in response to simplified versions of social stimuli such as static images of faces. As a departure from this reduced approach, single images of faces were replaced with arrays of images or videos of conspecifics. These stimuli elicited more natural behaviors and new types of neural responses: (1) attentiongated responses to faces, (2) selective responses to eye contact, and (3) selective responses to touch and somatosensory feedback during the production of facial expressions. An additional advance toward more natural social behaviors in the laboratory was the implementation of dyadic social interactions. Under these conditions, neurons encoded similarly rewards that monkeys delivered to self and to their social partner. These findings reinforce the value of bringing natural, ethologically valid, behavioral tasks under neurophysiological scrutiny.
INTRODUCTION
D espite the recent diversification of experimental subdisciplines in systems neuroscience, behavioral neurophysiology remains a staple approach to identify patterns of neural activity related to specific behaviors. Typically, behavioral neurophysiologists have reduced stimuli and behaviors to their basic elements. The main reason for simplifying stimuli or behaviors, from an experimental perspective, is to reduce the number of variables one needs to take into account. Consider, for example, attempts to understand information encoded by the activities of motor cortical neurons. At one extreme, one could record motor cortical activity in freely moving animals. While naturalistic, the number of movement variables that one would need to account for would make attempts to understand neural encoding impractical. At the other extreme, one could constrain the animal to move a single joint. In this situation, one can relate changes in neural activity to specific and measurable aspects of the behavior. However, such an approach may fail to identify the building blocks of more complex, natural movements.
While reductionist approaches have delivered major discoveries in systems neuroscience, they often failed to identify the rules governing more complex behaviors or the processing of natural stimuli. For example, neurons in the primary visual cortex that respond to bars of light presented at particular areas of the visual field show substantially different responses when the same bars of light, presented in the same location, are surrounded by other visual elements or embedded into a natural image. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Moreover, when subjects are allowed to freely view stimuli, this difference is even more striking. 6 Many similar observations suggest that under less restricted behavioral conditions, or in response to more complex stimuli, predictions derived from reductionist approaches are not always fully confirmed. 4, 6, 7 The challenge of behavioral neurophysiology is to adopt more naturalistic behavioral paradigms but retain the ability to assign patterns of neural activity to unique changes in the external and internal environment. There is an ever-growing recognition that neuroscience would benefit from deeper understanding of behavior. 8 Part of the effort to reinstate the primacy of behavior in neurophysiology is to adopt more naturalistic and ethologically valid behavioral paradigms in the laboratory. This review focuses on new types of neural activity observed in the primate amygdala in response to more naturalistic stimuli and behaviors.
Imbedding Face Stimuli in Visual Scenes Revealed the Role of Attention in Face Processing
One component of the social brain is the distributed network of neurons specialized for face processing (face cells). These cells are clustered in cortical patches in temporal and frontal areas [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and in the amygdala. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] The network of cortical and subcortical face cells presumably supports the perception and discrimination of individual faces and perhaps of facial expressions.
The properties of face cells in the amygdala have been established based on their responses to static images of single faces presented on a blank background. In the monkey amygdala, face cells showed large increases or decreases in firing rate starting from 110 to 140 milliseconds after stimulus onset. 22, 27 Despite evidence that eye movements modulate visual processing, the eye movements used to scan the static faces did not appear to alter the activity of face cells. This might have been an artifact of the unnaturalness of the face stimuli used in these experiments. Under natural conditions, multiple objects and faces crowd our visual field and the eye movements typically select from the scene the most salient visual details.
To determine whether eye movements during scanning of more complex visual scenes modulate the activity of face cells, we recorded neuronal responses in the human and monkey amygdala during the presentation of arrays of images that contained both faces and nonface objects ( Figure 1 ). 29 A typical array contained two human faces, two monkey faces, and four objects such as cars, fruits, flowers, and fractals. The images were arranged in a circular array surrounding a central fixation point. After fixating on the point displayed at the center of a monitor, the array of images appeared and the subject (human or monkey) was allowed to freely scan it. Under these conditions, face-selective responses in both humans and monkeys were observed only when the subject actively allocated attention to faces by fixating their eyes on a particular face in the array. 29 These fixation targetdependent responses were most likely an effect of attention. This was confirmed by follow-up experiments in humans when covert attention (shifting attention without eye movements) produced the same effects. Furthermore, in both species, face cells showed shorter response latencies for conspecific faces suggesting that this latency advantage in the amygdala is the result of the higher social significance attributed to conspecific faces.
Similar attention-gated visual processing has been previously described in visual areas in the temporal cortex. 30 In the amygdala, this phenomenon might serve the allocation of attention to the items of high social and emotional significance within a complex visual scene. For example, the eyes are the most explored feature in a face, presumably because of the importance of the social signals they convey. Humans or nonhuman primates with amygdala lesions fail to allocate attention to the eyes in both static images and during real-life social interactions. [31] [32] [33] These results brought back into focus the mechanistically unresolved but welldocumented link between attention and emotion and in the amygdala. 34 
Replacement of Static Images with Videos Provokes Natural Social Behaviors
Motivated by desire to study neural processes in response to more natural social stimuli, several laboratories have replaced static images with videos 21, 26, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] and reported findings related to the dynamic component of these stimuli. We found that, unlike static images, videos of social displays elicited in viewer monkey's gaze-following, a reflexive reorientation of attention in the direction in which a social partner is looking. 45, 46 Static images rarely induce such spontaneous and interactive behaviors.
Furthermore, videos of conspecifics elicited in viewer monkeys the production of different facial expressions ( Figure 2 ). Affiliative facial expressions, such as bared-teeth displays and lipsmacks, were most often observed. Lipsmacks are quintessentially dynamic facial expressions often displayed by monkeys during grooming, friendly approach, or used as signals of nonhostility or subordination. 47 During lipsmacks, the displaying individual often makes eye contact with the receiver. In the laboratory, the longer the eye contact between the viewer monkey and the monkey in the video, the more likely the viewer would produce lipsmacks. 45 This eye contactinduced social behavior has not been observed in response to static images.
Eye contact often punctuates social coordination. We also observed eyeblink entrainment induced by the videos. Viewer monkeys often blink within 500 milliseconds after they see the monkeys in the videos blink. 48 The more the viewer monkey looked at the eyes of monkey in the videos, the stronger the observed eyeblink entrainment. Eyeblink entrainment in humans is considered a form of social coordination. [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] Preliminary results from our laboratory indicate that a small subset of neurons in the amygdala alter their firing during eyeblinks. The significance of these neural responses has yet to be determined.
Replacement of Static Images with Videos Led to the Discovery of Eye Cells
Even static images of faces are complex, multidimensional stimuli that contain information about identity, facial expression, gaze direction, familiarity, social status, and attractiveness. 54 It is likely, therefore, that more than one dimension contributes to the firing properties of face cells. Identity and facial expression have been the two most often studied dimensions. Consequently, it has been established that the majority of neurons in the monkey and human amygdala respond to face identity 24, 25, 55 and/or facial expression. 26, 27, 56 When we replaced static images of faces with videos, we replicated the previously documented identity and expression-specific neural responses in the amygdala but also found that a fraction of neurons (~12% of the recorded neurons) were selectively activated by eye contact. 57 These cells were a subclass of a more broadly specialized class of cells that were active when the viewer looked at the eyes of the monkey in the video, regardless of its gaze direction. 57 The mere presence of eyes in the frame of video was not sufficient to activate the eye cells. They were activated at the expected latencies only after fixation onset on the eyes, and they ceased firing when the subject fixated on a different facial feature, even if that feature was only 2-3 of visual angle away from the eyes (Figure 3 ). This reinforces the previously mentioned link between attention and stimulus-selective activity in the amygdala. Based on their response properties, the eye contact cells were similar to canonical visually responsive neurons in the amygdala except that they increased their firing rate sixfold to sevenfold for eye contact compared to averted gaze. Eye cells did not appear localized to a particular nucleus or cluster of nuclei in the amygdala.
The observation that individual neurons in the temporal lobe can show great specificity for certain visual features, such as faces, hands, and more recently the eyes, is not new. [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] In fact, according to reductionist views, such highly specialized cells emerge as a result of convergent hierarchy in the visual system. It is unlikely, however, that the specificity of the eye cells in the amygdala is due to their role as 'gnostic units' as originally envisioned by Knorkski. 65 It is more likely that the eye cells attest to the socialemotional significance of the eyes because the amygdala is known to respond to the emotional significance rather than the sensory features of external stimuli. 66 The presence of eye cells in the amygdala reinforces the idea that the amygdala processes some of the most arousing and emotionally meaningful stimuli in the environment and that it contains neural specializations for social behavior. As previously shown by others and by our laboratory, monkeys respond to natural social stimuli with situation-appropriate facial expressions or other social behaviors. 35, 36, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] 57, 67, 68 When monkeys reciprocated the facial expressions of others, a subset of neurons in the amygdala increased their firing rate. 69, 70 Neural activity aligned in time with the production of facial expressions raised the possibility that the amygdala plays a role in the production of facial expressions. A possible role for the amygdala in the production of facial expressions is supported by the presence of direct projections from the amygdala to four of the five facial motor areas of the frontal lobe. 71 We tested this hypothesis by implanting monkeys with intramuscular electromyographic (EMG) electrodes and monitoring simultaneously the facial musculature and neural activity in the amygdala. 69 These experiments rested on the premise that neural activity in a brain structure involved in the planning or execution of movements should precede EMG activity by~20 milliseconds. The alignment of the onset of single-unit activity in the amygdala with the onset of EMG showed that a small number of neurons indeed changed their firing rate prior to the onset of EMG. Such activity patterns are consistent with a possible motor function of the amygdala. However, the majority of the neurons in the amygdala increased their firing after the onset of the EMG. This suggested that the observed neural activity was unlikely the signature of a motor command. It was more likely that this activity reflected proprioceptive feedback from the facial musculature and skin. 72 This interpretation required a more nuanced understanding of the motor and proprioceptive signaling in the amygdala.
The exquisite mobility of facial features and associated expressivity of the face are due to the direct insertion of muscles of facial expressions on the skin. These muscles contain few, if any, muscles spindles or Golgi tendon organss that send proprioceptive feedback signals to the brain. 73 Proprioceptive signals from the face arise instead from mechanoreceptors of the skin. 74 The implication of this innervation is that contraction of the facial musculature and external mechanical stimulation should activate more or less the same mechanoceptors of the face. 75 We, therefore, set out to test whether touching the face provoked neural activity in the amygdala. Blindfolded monkeys (blindfolding was necessary to eliminate confounds with visual responses to the humans sitting across from the monkey or from objects looming toward the face) quickly accepted touch by human hands, brushes, and blunt objects. We found that roughly 34% of neurons recorded in the monkey amygdala respond to cutaneous stimulation of the face 76 (Figure 4 ). The majority (98%) of the touch-sensitive neurons in the amygdala responded to multiple types of touch and had large, bilateral receptive fields covering a large portion of the face (e.g., both eyes and forehead). Ongoing experiments will determine whether these neurons discriminate between social touch (delivered by a human) and touch via an inanimate object.
On occasion, the blindfold was removed and the monkeys were presented with stimuli that induced the production of facial expressions (Figure 4(b) and (d) ). This activated the same neurons that responded to touch. Taken together these findings suggested that tactile neurons in the amygdala receive input from skin mechanoceptors that are activated both by touch and by compressions and stretches of the facial skin during the contraction of the underlying muscles.
Finding the tactile neurons in the amygdala was a direct consequence of exploring the neural basis of the natural behaviors originally elicited by videos with social content. Neural responses to tactile stimuli in the primate amygdala have not been previously reported and understanding their function will require further exploration. These neurons may serve as necessary sensory feedback during the production of facial expressions, as suggested by Livneh et al. 70 It is also possible that the role of the tactile neurons is to evaluate the valence of touch stimuli. Whether pleasant or unpleasant, touch is an integral part of social communication among both human and nonhuman primates. Beyond reproductive behaviors and maternal care, affective touch in humans and grooming in monkeys plays an essential role in establishing and maintaining social bonds. It is not surprising, therefore, that the emerging literature on social touch elevated the skin to the role of a social organ. 77 In this framework, tactile neurons in the amygdala are equivalent to the visual or auditory neurons that process the emotional qualities of incoming social stimuli.
Neural Activity in the Amygdala during Dyadic Social Interactions Correspond to Decision and Action Both About the Self and the Social Partner
The neurophysiological studies that explored the role of the primate amygdala in social behavior have been focused primarily on social perception. With few exceptions, these studies involved passive viewing of visual stimuli with social content. Social perception in isolation can hardly stand as a proxy for real-life social behavior. Recent studies have gone beyond social perception and implemented dyadic interactions between monkeys to explore the neural basis of social decision-making. For example, Chang et al. 78 trained monkeys to play a modified version of the 'dictator' game and showed that neurons in the amygdala encode similarly the value of rewards to self and rewards to others. When a computer delivered the same rewards, neurons in the amygdala failed to respond to the reward received by the social partner, suggesting that the action of delivering a reward is intrinsically linked to the representation of its value. Similar findings using dyadic interactions have been reported by Jazayeri et al. 79 indicating that neurons in the primate amygdala encode both the value of the reward received and offered.
CONCLUSION
One paradox of animal studies in behavioral neurophysiology is that efforts to eliminate spurious factors have stripped the studied behaviors down to WIREs Cognitive Science New perspectives on the neurophysiology of primate amygdala their basic elements. These elements in isolation may not activate the entire brain circuit dedicated to support the full version of the behavior of interest. The unintended consequence of efforts to design 'clean' experiments involving multiple repeated trials is that the behavior becomes automatic and reward-motivated. Furthermore, it is possible that by the nth identical trial, this automatic, repetitive behavior activates only parts of the circuit of interest. Under these conditions, the observed neural activity may not be the entirely representative of the activity patterns required for the initial performance of the same behavior. This is of particular concern for social neuroscience. Animals rarely emit socially meaningful signals in the absence of a recipient, and rarely repeat these displays without reinforcement from a social partner. Moreover, a recent study shows that videos of interacting monkeys activate a network that is dedicated for processing social interactions. 80 This network includes the amygdala.
In the past 10 years, our laboratory explored the feasibility of recording neural activity from the amygdala under less restrictive experimental conditions. This has included the replacement of static images with videos and using different video stimuli for each trial. We also replaced single images with arrays of images containing multiple elements that competed for attention. In addition, we have physically interacted with monkeys when we applied tactile stimuli to the face. Furthermore, we have exploited the propensity of monkeys to 'interact' with the stimulus videos by engaging in eye contact and in the production of facial expressions. The outcome of these efforts was the discovery of new types of neural responses (eye contact cells, tactile-responsive cells) in the amygdala that point to functions that were previously not reported by studies designed based on reductionist principles. Indeed, the discovery of touchresponsive neurons has ushered in a welcome shift in focus from neural processes mediated by visual and auditory stimuli toward less well-explored sensory modalities. Most importantly, these results pave the way for future experiments that will replace videos with live interactions with conspecifics as already pioneered by a few laboratories. 70, 78, 81, 82 The ideal development would be to implement in the laboratory closed-loop social interactions. The social brain evolved to process social signals and make social decisions in closedloop interactions-and neural activity monitored under such conditions holds the promise of further exciting discoveries.
